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THE SOLUTION OF ELLIPTIC DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
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JAMES E. GUNNt 
1. Introduction. In [8], the author discusses an iterative scheme for 
solving a difference analogue for the elliptic differential equation \I • a'Vu = f 
on two-dimensional rectangular regions with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
It is shown there that a semi-explicit technique involving the inversion only 
of the Peaceman-Rachford [10] alternating-direction operators for the 
Laplacian gives convergence in 0 ( h - 2 log h -r) operations. 
The results of that paper are here extended to a general class of semi-
explicit iterative techniques for not-necessarily-symmetric operators and 
application is made to the difference analogues of differential equations of 
the form 
ma(a) m a ?=-a . ai aU + L bi aU+ j(x1, · · · , Xm, u) = 0, 
,~1 x, x, ,~1 x, 
on rectangular regions in Cartesian m-space. A computing estimate of 
O(h-m log h-1) is again obtained, with an explicit estimate in terms of the 
number of operations required to solve the m-dimensional Poisson's equa-
tion by generalized alternating directions [5]. 
For linear equations with self-adjoint operators, a Cebysev iteration is 
presented for which one obtains a computing estimate considerably better 
than that of [8]. 
Finally, the results of numerical experiments are discussed for the equa-
tion 'V•a'Vu = f on a cube, and comparisons are made with the Douglas-
Brian alternating-direction method [2], [4] and the method of successive 
overrelaxation [11]. 
2. The semi-explicit iterative technique. Let us consider obtaining the 
solution of 
(2.1) Dx = y, 
for x, y belonging to a finite-dimensional complex inner product space JC 
(hereafter referred to as a unitary space), and D a nonsingular operator on 
JC. We require that 
(2.2) He D = HD + D*) = B > 0, 
i.e., ( u, Bu) > 0 for all u ,P 0 in JC. 
Let A be a positive-definite operator on JC whoso inverse is known (or 
can be approximated in a self-adjoint manner-we shall discuss this later). 
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Since X is unitary, D and A are bounded and compact, and the compactness 
of the unit sphere in X implies the existence of positive constants x1 , x2 , 
and x3 such that 
(2.3) 
x1(u, Au) ;;:; (u, Bu) ;;:; x2(u, Au), 
l(u, Cu)l ;;:; xa(u, Au), 
for all nonzero u in X. Here C = Im D = (1/2i) (D - D*). It is to one's 
advantage to choose A in such a fashion that x1 is close to x2 and x3 is small, 
as will be evident in the analysis to follow. We define the semi-explicit iter-
ative scheme ( [3], [8]) as follows: 
(2.4) 
where pis a positive iteration parameter to be chosen later. The solution x 
of (2.1) is clearly a fixed point of (2.4), and the error en obeys 
Aen+l = (A - pD)en. 
We must show that we can choose p so that the en go to zero in some norm. 
We shall treat nonlinear problems later, in which one encounters equations 
like (2.4) with a sequence {Dn}; we thus prove a slightly more powerful 
result than needed: 
THEOREM 1. Let { Dn} be a sequence of nonsingular operators on X satisfying 
(2.2) for each n. Let A be positive-definite and satisfy (2.3) with D = Dn, 
x1 , x2 , xa fixed. Then there exists a positive p such that the sequence { un} de-
fined by 
(2.5) Aun+l = (A - pDn)Un 
tends to zero in the A-norm II un II}= (un, Aun), and such that the number of 
iterations necessary to reduce the A -norm of the initial error by a factor E is 
0 ( 4xa2 + Xl(Xl + X2)) l -1 2 2 og E • Xl 
We shall need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let N be a normal operator on a unitary space '0. Let 
R = !(N + N*), K = (1/2i)(N- N*). Then for any u E '0, l(u, (R + iK)ul 
= V(u, Ru) 2 + (u, Ku) 2;furthermore, II R + iK 11 2 ;;:; II R2 ll + II K 11 2• 
Proof. The proof is simple, depending only upon the fact that a complex 
number is equal in modulus to the square root of the sum of the squares of 
its real and imaginary parts, and will be omitted. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a positive and R a self-adjoint operator on '0, satisfying 
o:(u, Au) ;;:; l(u, Ru)l ;;:; (3(u, Au). Then II A-112RA-112 II ;;:; max (I o: I, I f31). 
Proof. A-112RA-112 is itself a self-adjoint operator, so there exists a com-
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plete orthonormal set {¢';} in 'D such that A-112RA-112¢-; = A.;¢';, A.; real. 
Then II A - 112RA - 112 II = max; I A.; I; but if 'Pi = A - 112¢'; , then 
(¢';, A-112RA-112¢';) = ('Pi, R<p;) = A.;(<p;, A<p;). 
Since ('Pi, A<p;) > 0, we can divide and obtain 
I ). ·I - (<p; ' R<p;) < (I I I R I) m~x "' - max ( . A ·) = max a , ,.., . 
' ' <p, ' <p, 
The proof of the theorem now follows. If we set vn = A 112un, then ( 2.5) be-
comes 
and Bn and Cn satisfy (2.3) for each n. The triangle inequality yields 
(2.8) 
Ill - pA - 112 (Bn + Cn)A -1/2 II :;£ II (1 - 8) - pA - 112BnA - 1/2 II 
for all real numbers 8. By Lemmas 1 and 2, we have, for 8 positive and less 
than 1, 
(2.9) II 8 - pA - 112Cn A - 112 II :;£ 811 + p2 (i y :;£ 8 + /;/ . 
Applying Lemma 2 once more, we have 
11(1 - 8) - pA-112BnA-112 II :;£ max (11 - 8- px1l, 
(2.10) 
I 1 - 8 - PX2 I ) . 
Thus 
Ill - pA - 112(Bn + Cn)A - 1/2 II 
(2.11) 
:;£ min {8 + / 2x32 +max Cll - 8 - px1 I, 11 - 8 - px2l)}. 0<8<1 8 
It is clear that by taking p sufficiently small, this becomes 1 - px1 + p2x32/28 
which is less than one for any 8 > 0 for sufficiently small p. We can do a 
little better than this, however, and find the p, 8 combination which mini-
mizes the right-hand side of (2.11). Let 
2 2 
(2.12) j(8,p) = 8 + P;; +max 111-8- px1l,ll- 8- px2ll· 
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We wish to minimize fin the strip 0 ~ 0 ~ 1, p;?; 0. We must distinguish 
two regions, one (I) where px2 + 0 - 1 ~ 1 - 0 - px1 and the other 
(II) where px2 + 0- 1 > 1 - 0- px1 • We find easily that (I) is a triangle 
bounded by the p axis, the 0 axis, and the line p = (2- 20)/(xl + x2). 
In (1), 
2 2 f( ) 1 + p xa 0, P = - PXl 20 , 
which is a decreasing function of 0 for each p. Thus the minimum of the 
function in this region must occur on the right boundary, the line 
p = (2 - 20)/(xl + x2). In (II), 
2 2 
( ) p xa f 8, p = px2 + 20 - 1 + 20 , 
which is an increasing function of p for each 0, so the minimum here must 
occur on the lower boundary, again the line p = (2- 20)/(x1 + x2). Thus 
we must minimize f(O, (2 - 20)/(x1 + x2)) as a function of 0. This is 
trivially done, and we find 
and 
111 - pA-112(B,. + C,.)A-112 11 
(2.13) 
which holds also in the case x3 = 0 (Dn self-adjoint), in the form 
Thus we have 
II vn II ~ [1 - 2xa2 
- (x1 + x2)2 
· ( f1 + x1(x1x~ x2)- 1)]n11 V0 II~ 0 as n ~ oo, 
but II vn II = II A 112un II = (un, Aun)112• To reduce the A-norm of v below eit 
is necessary only to take n such that 
(2.14) [1 - _2_d_ ( ' /1 + xl(xl + x2) - 1)2]n < E, 
(x1 + x2)2 'V xa2 
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or 
n > loge 
=log [ 1 _ 2xs2 (, / 1 _ (x1 + x2)x1 _ 1) 2] 
(x1 + x2)2 'V x32 (2.15) 
"' (xl 2~/2)2 ( f1 + (xl ~/2)xl - 1 r2 log e-\ 
as x1 -T 0 or x2 or xs -T oo; the estimate is quite good enough for compu-
tational purposes whenever min (2x1/x2, x//4x32) is less than ! or so, and 
in turn is estimated to within 30 per cent by 
(This corresponds to the approximation (2/x)(2 + x - 2y1 + x) 
~ 2x/(x + 4), which maintains the stated accuracy for all x > 0.) This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
CoROLLARY. If 
p = x1 ! X2 ( 1 - ~ Xs2 + x:<3:1 + x2) ' 
the scheme (2.4) converges with the rate (2.15) in the A-norm to the solution 
x of (2.1). 
It is clear that we need something more than Theorem 1 to treat most 
nonlinear problems, sine~ if we wish to solve D(x) = fby the scheme (2.4), 
the error en = xn - x satisfies 
Aen+I = Aen - p(D(xn) - D(x) ). 
For Theorem 1 to be applicable, it is evident that some Lipschitz condition 
must exist for D ( u), and it must in general be in some sense "almost 
linear." For example, if we can write D(xn) - D(x) = !J(i;n)en by some 
variant of the mean-value theorem, and obtain estimates like (2.3) uni-
formly for !J(x), the procedure converges. It is precisely this situation we 
shall treat in §3. 
It will often happen that the obvious choice for A is not itself easily in-
vertible, but if A can be expressed as the sum of commuting operators A;, 
each positive semi-definite with the sum positive on JC, we can approximate 
A by an inner "alternating-direction" iteration [5]. The operators used to 
approximate A are functions of the A; and are hence self-adjoint and com-
mutative with A. Let us consider such a scheme or a related one. We wish 
to solve 
(2.16) Af =g. 
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Let A be the error propagator for an iterative scheme for the solution of 
(2.16); i.e., if r is the nth iterate, 
(2.17) 
We need assume only that A is self-adjoint and commutes with A. In this 
case we clearly have 
(2.18) Ar+l = AAF + c1 - A)g. 
It is clear that the operator A can represent one or more ordinary iteration 
steps; in particular, it can represent a cycle of alternating-direction iteration 
using a sequence of iteration parameters. If we apply one step of the above 
scheme, which we shall designate by (A), to obtain an estimate for xn+l in 
(2.4), we obtain the new scheme 
(2.19) Axn+l = Axn- p(l - A)(Dxn - y), 
or, in more tractable form, 
(2.20) 
Now in order for scheme (A) to converge, we must have the spectral 
radius of A less than 1, but since A is self-adjoint, this means that 
II A II = r < 1, and (1 - A)-1 is positive-definite. Since (1 - A) commutes 
with A, (1 - A)-1A is also positive-definite, and the analysis of this scheme 
reduces to that of (2.4), if we can show that (2.3) holds for the operator 
(1 - A)-1A. This is not difficult to see, however, since 
(u, Au) 
(2.21) 
and, similarly, 
(u, (1 - A)(l - A)-1Au) 
= ((1- A)-112A 112u, (1- A)(l- A)-112A112u) 
;;;;; Ill - A 1111(1 - A)-112A 112U 11 2 
;;;;; (1 + t)(u, (1 - A)-1Au) 
(u, (1 - A)-1Au) ;;;;; II (1 - A)-1 ll(u, Au) 
(2.22) 
;;;;; 1 ~ r c u, Au). 
Thus (2.3) holds with X!' X2' Xs replaced by (1 - rhl' (1 + r)x2' 
(1 + t)x3 , respectively. We can estimate the number of iterations neces-
sary to solve (2.1) by (2.19) in terms of the number required to solve (2.16) 
by (2.18). The equation obeyed by the error en = xn - x for (2.19) is 
clearly 
(2.23) 
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and that for ~n = r - j for (2.18) is (2.17). Note first that Tfn = A112~n 
satisfies 
(2.24) 
and [[ Tfn [[ [[ ~n [[A. Thus, the number of iterations necessary to reduce 
the A-norm of the initial error in (2.24) by~ can be approximated by 
NA == log~ 
. log r' 
and the number N D required to do the same for (2.23) is 
log~ ND ~ ---=--------------~~---=-------------------------
1 [ 1 2 ( 1 + !; ) 2 X3 2 
og - [(1 - !;)xr + (1 + !;)x2)2 
. ( , /-'1 -+-'--c{--c-(1'----"--'-----'!;)"---x-r +--c(~1 --c-+-!;-,-)x-,2}---;-(1:-----!;.,--)x1 _ 1) 2] 1f (1 + !;)2x32 
...:.. 4(1 + !;) 2x32 + xr(l - !;) {xr(1 - !;) + x2(1 + !;) \ 1 -I 
....,.. 2(1 - !;)2xr2 og ~ . 
If!; is not too much different from 1, the ratio N D/N A becomes approxi-
mately 
(2.25) 16x32 + ( 1 - !;2)xr X2 
2(1 - !;)xr2 
In the important case when X3 = 0, 
N D ...:.. }(2 
NA....,.. ~· (2.26) 
3. Applications to elliptic partial difference equations. 
(i) The Dirichlet problem for mildly nonlinear equations. Let us consider 
the Dirichlet problem for 
(3.1) f: - ~ (a;(x) aau) + f: b;(x) au+ f(x, u) = o 
,~I ax, X, t=l ax, 
on a rectangular region R in Cartesian m-space; here x = (x1 , • • • , Xm), 
and u = g(i) on aR. We approximate (3.1) by the usual five-point differ-
ence system on a rectangular net Rh on R, using the following difference 
operators: 
(3.2) 
n U ( Xr , · · · , X; + h; , · · · , Xm) - U (XI , · · · , X; , · · · , Xm) 
v;U = --~--~-------~--~~------~--~~----~-
h; 
V; u = V; u(xr, · · · , X; - h;, · · · , Xm), 
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where h; is the mesh size in the i-direction. With this notation, the difference 
analogue of ( 3.1) becomes 
m m 
(3.3) Lh(u) = L:: -v,(a,(x)v'.-u(x)) + L:: Mx)V.-u(x) + j(x, u) = o, 
i=l i=l 
where a;(x) = a;(x,, · · · , x; + h;/2, · · · , xm), and j(x, u) contains an 
additional inhomogeneous term at points adjacent to the boundary repre-
senting the boundary condition u = g(x). The boundary conditions are 
also reflected in the definitions of the operators in (3.3); the boundary 
terms are simply missing, since they become part of the inhomogeneous 
term. 
We define the inner product 
m 
(3.4) C10, 1/1) = II hk L:: IO(x)if;(x). 
k=l Rh 
With this inner product, the space JC of all complex-valued functions defined 
on the net Rh is clearly a unitary space of dimension equal to the number of 
points N of the net. Then the operators in (3.2) become N X N matrices. 
We shall use the same symbols for the difference operators, whose operands 
are values of net functions, and the corresponding matrix operator, whose 
operand is a member of JC; whenever confusion is likely to arise, we shall 
use the argument x explicitly when speaking of the former. 
Note that the definition of the difference operators at the points adjacent 
to the boundary is such that - V ;aV'; is not the matrix product of V; , the 
diagonal matrix a; and V';; one verifies easily, however, that -V;a;V'; is a 
positive-definite matrix (see §3(iii) for the computation; here the() in that 
discussion is zero) for a(x) an everywhere positive function. Under the 
conditions that a(x) be positive, ajjau exist and be positive, Bers [1] has 
shown that the solution of (3.3) is unique and converges to the solution of 
(3.1) as max; h; ~ 0. We concern ourselves with the algebraic problem of 
obtaining a solution of (3.3). We assume that each of the functions j, a;, 
and b; appearing in (3.1) is real and that 
(a) 0 < p.o; ~ a;(x) ~ P,i 0 Rh, m 
0 
(b) p.; < M = 1, 
Jl.Oi 
(3.5) (c) o ~ aj ~ M 
-au- 2 m R,., 
(d) I ab·l ax: ~ 2'1/P,Oi X; ' 0 ~ '1/ < 1, 
(e) I b; I< M4. 
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Condition (c) is rather stronger than needed, but simplifies the analysis 
somewhat. The A.; appearing in (d) are the minimal eigenvalues of -fh'i/;, 
well known to be (4/h/) sin2(7rh;/2l;), where l; is the length of the region 
in the i-direction. This condition arises naturally from our discussion but is 
not necessary for the existence of u and it is possible that it could be removed 
by a more careful analysis. Let us define the iterator A by 
m 
(3.6) Au = - L (p}V;'v;u) + 'YU, 
i=l 
where 'Y is a constant that will be specified later. 
It is well known that the operators -V;"il; commute among themselves 
and are positive-definite on rectangular regions; the inversion of one such 
operator requires the solution of a tridiagonal matrix equation and so is 
quite easily done. We may thus define an alternating-direction iteration 
[5] for the solution of 
(3.7) Au= y, 
possessing an error propagator A for a cycle of variable parameters which is 
self-adjoint, commutes with A, and has a norm in the vicinity of! for a 
number of iterations per cycle about half the logarithm of the ratio of the 
maximum to the minimum eigenvalues of A. (For a given region, this ratio 
is O([min;h;r2).) The semi-explicit iteration scheme for (3.3) thus be-
comes 
where un+I is obtained from un by performing one cycle of alternating-
direction iteration on (3.7), with the initial estimate un and y = Aun 
- pL,.(un). It is clear that the error en = un- u satisfies 
(1 - A)-1Aen+l 
(3.9) 
= (1 - A)-1Ae" - p {~- V; a; "il; en+~ b; v, e" + f,.<nlen}, 
where fu (n) depends on U and Un and has a value at X between (of/ ou) ( u, x) 
and (of/ou)(un, x). Let Dnen be the expression in braces. 
To demonstrate the convergence of (3.8) it is clearly necessary only to 
show thatD,. has a positive-definite real part; to obtain the rate we will need 
estimates for the x's in (2.3). 
The only troublesome term in Dn is the first-order one; it is skew for 
b;(x) constant on R,., but if b; is variable it acquires a real part propor-
tional to ob;/ oX; . A straightforward computation yields the result that, for 
u E :te, 
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(u, {Reb.:Vi}u) = ~(u,b.:V.:u- V.:b.:u) ~ ~s~pl:::l·llull 2, 
(3.10) (u, {Im b.: Vi}u) = ~ (u, b.: V.: u + V.: b.: u) 
~ ~ s~p I::: I· II u 11 2 +sup I b.: Ill V.: u II · II u II· 
One also finds quite easily that 
(3.11) II v.u 11 ~ (u, -<vi'viu)112, 
and it follows from the minimal property of the least eigenvalue that 
(3.12) II u 11 2 ~ ~ (u, -'V.: V.: u). 
Thus, using (3.5d), 
(3.13) 
(u, {Re ~ bi v.:}u) ~ ~ ~ ~ (u, -'V.: V.: u) s~p I::· I 
~ 1J L (u, -'V.: a.: V.: u). 
i 
The last inequality can be established easily, as can a similar one for an 
upper bound, 
(3.14) 2: (u, 'V/iiV,u) ~ 2: p,/(u, -v.v.u), 
i 
by expanding the inner product (u, Vid.:V.u). (See §3(iii).) Using (3.5), 
(3.13), and (3.14), we see finally that 
(3.15) (u, {Re Dn}u) ~ (1 + rJ) L P,i0(u, -V, Vi u) + M2(u, u); 
i 
(3.16) 
(u, {Re Dn}u) ~ (1 - rJ) L P,io(u, -'V.: V.; u) 
i 
( 1 - 1J) "" 0( "' ) ~ M .L..J p,.: u, - v, v, u . 
1 i 
Let 'Yin (3.6) be equal to M2/2(1 + rJ). Using (3.12), we obtain 
L p,.:0 (u, -V.: V.: u) 
(3.17) (u, u) ~ .: L o 
hi P,i 
i 
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1- 'YJ ( 'Y) (u, Au) ~ (u, {Re Dn}u) M1 1 + ~ (3.18) 
~ (1 + TJ) (1 + ~) (u,Au). 
Hence we can set 
(3.19) 
In a similar manner, we can show that 
(3.20) 
is a bound for the skew part of Dn in terms of A. We note immediately that 
each of these numbers is independent, or nearly so, of the mesh size h;-the 
mesh size enters only through the A.;, which are very nearly ( 1r/l;? for all 
small h;. Thus the ratio (2.25) of the number of tridiagonal inversions 
necessary to solve (3.3) by the semi-explicit method to the number neces-
sary to solve (3.7) by alternating directions is very nearly independent of 
h, and becomes independent of h; as max; h; tends to zero. Since the number 
of operations involved in these inversions necessary to reduce the norm of 
the initial error in (3.7) 1:\y a factor e is known to be 
0 ({fi h;} log (~in h;) log e), 
the number required for (3.3) is no larger than a constant, independent of 
h, times this. In the case where b; = 0, TJ = 0, this constant may easily be 
seen to be in the vicinity of M1 , the maximum of the ratio of the maximum 
of a; to the minimum of a; in R. A number of experiments have indicated 
that this estimate is very conservative, however; we shall discuss this later. 
(ii) Linear equations with no skew term. A decided improvement on the 
rate obtained in the last section is possible for elliptic difference equations 
of the form 
(3.21) 
m 
Lhu = L -'V;d;'il;u + qu = j, 
i=l 
where 0 ~ q(x) ~ M2 and is independent of u, as is f. If we set up the 
iterative scheme 
(3.22) 
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where A is defined as in (3.6) with 'Y = M2/2, and set en = A 112 (1 - A)-112 
· (u" - u), then 
(3.23) 
The operator appearing in the second term on the right is positive-definite, 
and so has a complete set of eigenvectors <p; such that 
A -1/2(1 - A/'2Lh(1 - A)1/2A -1/2<{Jj = Vj<{!j 
and 
(<p;, <{Jk) = o;k • 
It is clear from Lemma 2 and the results of the preceding section that the 
v; are bounded above and below by 
(1 + t) (1 + ~2) and (1- t) (1 + ~2r1 M1-\ 
respectively. (Recall that t" = II A II, M 1 = max; (J.Lo;/J.Lo;).) We can express 
the en as linear combinations of the <p; , 
and obtain 
(3.24) 
Since II en 11 2 = I: ( d/) 2, 
p-1 
(3.25) II eP II ;;;; max; II (1 - p,v;)ll eo II· 
n=O 
The problem of choosing the sequence Pn so as to minimize the maximum of 
the polynomial II!=~ (1 - PnV) for v in the interval [a, b] is a well-known 
one and has a well-known solution [9], [12]; the minimum of the maximum 
occurs when the Pn are chosen to be the roots of the pth order Cebysev 
polynomial Tp(v') = cos (p cos-1 v') in the variable 
, 2v b+a 
v -b-a-b-a· 
Explicitly, 
(3.26) [ (2n- 1)-n-J-1 Pn = 2 ( b + a) - ( b - a) cos 2P 
The maximum of the product is then given by 
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(3.27) 
max ft (1 - Pn v) = [TP (bb ~ aa)]-1 
VE [a,b] n=O 
= [cosh (p cosh-1 (~ ~ :) ) rl 
If 
b _ (1 + r) (1 + ~Y M1 
a- 1-r 
is large, then choosing p in the vicinity of ( b /a) 112 and using this sequence of 
Pn's cyclically requires only approximately !vb/a loge iterations as 
opposed to !(b/a) iterations for an "optimum" fixed p to reduce the A-norm 
of the error by a factor e. This estimate is a simple consequence of the ex-
pression (3.27), and the analysis leading to it will be omitted; a similar 
situation is discussed in [12], and proofs and references for the minimization 
problem are given there. 
The scheme outlined above bears a strong superficial relationship to the 
Young-Richardson relaxation method [12], but is of course much faster; the 
problems encountered there with instability against round-off also occur 
here. No experiments have as yet been conducted to determine the best 
order for the Pn's, but it is likely that the order proposed by Young in the 
above reference will suffice. There one starts in the middle of the range of 
p's and works up and down on alternate steps, terminating with the largest. 
(iii) The Neumann and Robin problems. The problem for more compli-
cated boundary conditions than Dirichlet is in most respects quite similar 
to the Dirichlet case; the difference equation (3.3) is unchanged in form, 
though the definition of the difference operators is changed at points ad-
jacent to the boundary. The Neumann problem presents a difficulty of its 
own, since the second-order difference operators for this problem are singu-
lar and hence are no longer positive-definite. This we shall consider later; 
but we look for the present at the general (Robin) boundary-value prob-
lem, where one knows 
(3.28) a(i)u + (3(i) :~ = g(i) 
on aR. We shall consider the form of the operators \1 and V in the one-
dimensional case; the generalization to m dimensions is immediate. We 
again construct a grid of size h upon the interval R, but now, if R = [a, b], 
we place the grid points at x1 = a + h/2, x2 = a + 3h/2, · · · , Xk = a 
+ (2k - 1 )h/2, with x N = b - h/2. This is a standard choice for the 
Neumann problem; it allows us to approximate aujan by [u(xo) - u(x1 )]/h 
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with an error which is O(h2 ). One can clearly also use this grid for Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, specifying [u(xo) + u(x1)]/2 as the boundary value, 
again with an O(h2 ) error. It is now clear how one represents (3.28) in the 
discretized case; we specify 
(3.29) 
where 
u(xo) + 8u(x1) = g, 
a/2 - (3/h 
8 
= a/2 + (3/h ' g(x) = a/2 ~ (3/h · 
Here we require that a(3 ~ 0, a condition known to be necessary for sta-
bility in the differential case; thus, -1 ~ 8 ~ 1. Since the combination 
uo + 8 ( x) u1 is known, the opera tor V at the point x1 , the first interior point, 
is defined as 
(3.30) V _ (1 + 8)ul U1- h , 
with an analogous expression for "iluN : 
(3.31) 
The operator Va"il is, as before, not the matrix product of V, a, and "il, but is 
still symmetric and nonnegative-definite for -1 ~ 8 ~ 1; its definition for 
u1 is 
(3.32) 
with an analogous expression for UN . The inner product ( u, v a"ilu) becomes 
(u, -Va"ilu) = -uda1(u2 - u1) - do(l+ 8)ud 
- U2{a2(U3 - U2) - a1(U2 - U1)} 
"' -UN{ -aN(1 + 8)UN - tlN-l(UN - UN-1) }. 
Summing by parts, we obtain 
(3.33) 
(u, -Va"ilu) = ao(1 + 8)/ U1/2 + aN(1 + 8)/ UN /2 
N-1 
+ L ak / uk+l - uk /2• 
k~l 
Thus we see that for 8 ;;"" -1, the operator is positive-definite, and if 
8 = -1, the nullspace consists only of the manifold spanned by the single 
function u = 1. 
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When we go to m space variables, () becomes a function defined on the 
boundary of the rectangular R. If() is constant on each face of R (it can 
have different values on different faces), one shows easily that the operators 
V/ili commute among themselves. Thus if A is defined as in (3.6) with the 
operators defined as above, and () ,e -1 on any face, then we can also find 
an alternating-direction technique to solve Au = y which converges at the 
same rate as before, i.e., in 
0 (Jl hi logCmfn hi) ) 
operations. If we are solving (3.1) with the boundary conditions (3.28) and 
the ratio fJ(x)/a(x) is bounded above and below, then we can proceed much 
as before. If fJ/a is bounded, 1 + O(x) is, for small h, approximately 
hia(x)/fJ(x) along the faces of Rh perpendicular to the i-axis. Looking for a 
moment at (3.33), we see that this has the same effect on x1 and x2 as does a 
change in the values of ai on these boundaries. Thus if we let 1 + ()A 
= maxi hi sup [a(x)/fJ(x)] on each face of R, the change from Dirichlet to 
Robin boundary conditions is reflected only in the values of p.0 and p.0 in 
(3.5), and the convergence argument goes through as before with only 
minor changes. The values of the Ai are no longer near ( 1r/Zi)2, of course, but 
are still near the corresponding (positive) minimum eigenvalues for the 
differential problem for small h. 
The restrictions we must make on the Neumann problem are rather 
severe. If we could consider the iteration on the perpendicular complement 
of the nullspace ;n of Li ViaiV',--just the set of identically constant net 
functions-all would be well, but we cannot, primarily because in general 
the solution is not to be found there. On ;n the real part of the first-deriva-
tive operators can be large compared with the bounded zero-order term and 
this will in general cause divergence. In order that the error operator Dn in 
(3.9) have positive-definite real part for all h, it is necessary that the bi be 
zero (Vi, skew for the Dirichlet case, has a nonzero real part here). We 
also require that either arjau be zero for all u or somewhere positive for all 
u; in the first case, Dn is zero on ;nand ;n is a reducing subspace for all u; 
so we can speak of convergence on ;n.~., on which Dn is positive-definite. To 
get an estimate for the rate, it is necessary to impose a positive lower bound 
on ajjau if it is anywhere nonzero in order to insure a nonzero decay rate on 
;n. Given these conditions, however, the analysis proceeds in the same 
fashion as before; for the interesting problem 
(3.34) 
m 
.L -viaiv,u = J, 
i=l 
where ajjau = 0, one again establishes a rate 1/MI times that for the 
alternating-direction iteration for Au = y, both considered on ;n.~.. 
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For problems with Robin or Dirichlet data on some faces and Neumann 
on others, we must have b; = 0 if both faces perpendicular to the X; axes 
have Neumann data specified; otherwise, the analysis is similar to the 
Dirichlet case. 
(iv) A three-level normalized variant of the method. A moment's reflection 
will show that the number of results which carry over in only slightly 
altered form from the "classical" iterative methods is rather large. Just 
as the application of the Cebysev semi-iterative technique could be applied 
almost without change to the semi-explicit method, so also can most of the 
other results applicable to the older symmetric methods. In particular, 
the three-level "second-order Richardson" method [6], which yields the 
same result after any n iterations as the best n-parameter Cebysev scheme 
and in which the round-off problem is eliminated, can be applied here. 
This process in a normalized version will probably prove to be the fastest of 
all the semi-explicit schemes; it is complicated by the fact that, like all 
three-level methods, the storage requirements for machine computation on 
large problems is quite severe. 
Consider the Dirichlet problem for (3.21) of §3(ii), in the case when 
a;(x) = a(x). In the differential case one easily verifies that 
(3.35) va- (uva) =- a- - va -va u - i - a ( au) ( - a2 -) ax2 ax ax ax2 ' 
when a is bounded below and is sufficiently smooth. A similar result holds 
for the difference operato\'s when a; is defined appropriately. 
Let 
Then 
(3.36) 
The second term on the right is clearly of the form Bu, where B is a diagonal 
matrix whose norm can be bounded independent of the mesh if a is a 
smooth function. The computation of the a; is more complicated than the 
usual arithmetic mean, but square roots of the values of a of each mesh 
point will be used in the operator on the left in (3.36) (which will become 
our iterator) and so must be calculated anyway. One shows easily that this 
definition of the a; leads to an approximation of the differential equation 
locally second -order correct in the h; . 
We consider the iteration defined by 
(3.37) 
with Lk as in (3.21) and with 
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'Y = ~ max (g_) . 2 R a 
The related eigenvalue problem is 
(3.38) 
For convenience, let A' A - 'Ya, Lh' Lh q, and 
b = va L7~1 (~;V;ya). Now 'Ya, q, and b are all bounded diagonal 
matrices. Thus C = a-1q - a-1b- 'Y is also a diagonal matrix whose norm 
is bounded by a quantity independent of the mesh size. Then (3.38) 
becomes 
(3.39) 
or, for Aj ;;"' 1, 
(3.40) 1 At/li = Aj _ 1 aCif;i . 
Then, letting H = - 2::7~1 ~;V'; + 'Y = a-112Aa-112 and setting IPJ = a112if;J, 
we obtain 
( 3.41) 1 HcpJ = Aj _ 1 CcpJ = JLi Ccpj . 
The problem in this form is quite similar to the eigenvalue problem for the 
vibrating membrane with variable density, except that Cis not necessarily 
a positive-definite operator. We wish to estimate the Jli in terms of the 
eigenvalues of H, which are known. The problem in this form is not too 
tractable, but we can transform again, setting Xi = H!/2cpi • Then 
(3.42) 
and 
(3.43) 
Now H-112CH-1CH-112 is a positive-semidefinite operator, so we are in a 
position to use the Courant minimax theorem [7] to advantage. It is clear 
that 
(3.44) 
( u, H-112CH-1CH-112u) 2 IICH-1C II ( u, H-1u) 
2 II C Wll H-1 ll(u, H-1u). 
Let ak be the eigenvalues of H, arranged in increasing order; arrange the 
'A~c in decreasing order of ('Ai - 1 )2• Let mr denote any subspace of X, and 
let dim mr denote the dimension of mr. Then by the minimax theorem, 
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(X; - 1? = inf {sup (u, H-112CI11CI1112u) I dim me: = N- j- 1} 
llvll-1 
uEffit 
(3.45) 
So 
(3.46) 
~ II C 11 2 11 Ir1 II inf{sup (u, H-1u) I dim me: = N - j- 1} 
llu11=1 
uEmt 
I , . _ 1 I < II c II II Ir1 11 112 < ~ 
1\3 = - I = - ;- ' 
"V Otj "V Otj 
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where K is independent of the mesh size. Since the Otk tend, as h -+ 0, to the 
corresponding eigenvalues of the differential operator -A + 'Y, and these 
form an infinite sequence tending to infinity, it is clear that the number of 
X; which differ from 1 in absolute value by more than any fixed positive 
quantity remains bounded as h -+ 0. These X; correspond to bounded f.'i 
in ( 3.41). Thus for small h, most of the X; are near 1. The few remaining 
are bounded above and below indpendent of h, since 
(3.47) 
X (1/1;, L,. Yti) < (u, L" u) ~ 1 + l(u, aCu)l 
i = (1/1;, Al/1;) = ~~~ (u, Au) - ~~~ .:....:...,..(a"'-,-A.,-u"""'")~ 
< 1 + I ( u, Cu) I < 1 + _II QJL 
= ~~~ (u,Hu) = II H-1 11' 
and 
!_ = (1/1;, Al/1;) ~ sup ( u, Au) 
xj (1/1; 'Lh Yti) - uEX (u, Lh u) 
~ 1 + sup I ( u, aCu) I ~ 1 + II aC II ; 
uEX (u, L,. u) II Lh-1 II 
(3.48) 
we have seen that all the quantities appearing in these estimates have 
bounds independent of h. These bounds are not, in general, nearly so favor-
able as the ones found for the unnormalized procedure, but the estimates 
are quite crude. Much depends on the smoothness of the function a(x). 
We recast (3.37) in the form 
(3.49) 
If now we let vn = v'a un, v = v'a u, we have 
(3.50) H(vn+l - P2Vn) = P1(a-112Lha-11V -f) + H(vn - vn-1 ). 
Now H can be inverted with alternating directions, and if we consider the 
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new scheme in which we approximate at each step the quantity vn+I - p2vn 
by that obtained with one cycle of alternating-direction iteration, we ob-
tain the new iterative procedure 
(3.51) 
where 
and A is the alternating-direction operator associated with H, as before. If 
we look at the eigenvalues /3i in 
(3.52) 
then the transformation Lh112Xi = ~i yields the equivalent form 
(3.53) ~i = /3iLh-112Va H 112 (1 - A)-1H 112ya Ln-112~i, 
and a simple application of the minimax theorem yields the estimate 
(3.54) 
where t = II A II, as before. Thus ash--> 0, the number of /3i lying outside 
( 1 - t - €, 1 + t + €) remains bounded for any fixed € > 0, and 
/3o ~ {3; ~ rl, where f3o and {3° do not depend on h. 
The error en = B 112 (un - u) satisfies 
( 3.55) (en+ I - P2en) = PlB-112 LhB-112en + (en - p2en-I). 
The eigenvalues of B-112LhB-112 are just /3i, and the eigenfunctions are 
xj = B 112Xj. Since B-I/2LhB-112 is self-adjoint, the ~j are complete and can 
be chosen as an orthonormal set. Thus we can write 
(3.56) 
and II en II 
(3.57) 
L I dt 12 = II un - u liB. Then, usmg (3.55), we obtain 
dt+I - P2 dt = Plf3i dt + (dt - P2 dt-1). 
This is an ordinary difference equation with constant coefficients for each i; 
the characteristic polynomial is 
(3.58) X2 - (1 + P2 + {3;p1)x + P2 = 0. 
Let "!1(/3;) and 'Yz(/3;) be the two roots of (3.43). We wish to minimize 
r = max {max I "f;(/3) ll 
{jo~{j~{j0 j~l,2 
for p1 and pz real. This problem was investigated and solved by Frankel 
[6] in connection with the second-order Richardson technique. The best 
choice of p1 and P2 is that couple which makes the roots complex for 
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~o ~ ~ ~ ~0• If x = ~o/~0, P1 and P2 are given by 
8x • /( 8x ) 2 P2 = 1 + (1 - x)2 - V 1 + (1 - x)2 - 1, 
_ !_ (2(1 + p2)) 
Pl= ~o 1+x ' 
(3.59) 
as may easily be verified. Then r = yp;_,...., 1 - 2yx, as x----+ 0. The con-
vergence rate in terms of the ratio of least to greatest eigenvalue is thus 
like the Cebysev process discussed earlier. It is in fact easy to see that 
one could do the three-level iteration without normalization and obtain 
the same convergence estimate as in §3(ii); alternately, normalization 
could be used in the two-level process, either using a fixed p or with a 
Cebysev sequence. The latter especially might be used to advantage, since 
a few p's in the vicinity of 1 would effectively remove all the high-frequency 
components of the error. 
We have remaining the practical problem of determining p1 and p2 , 
which in turn, by (3.59) is equivalent to determination of ~0 and ~0• Prob-
ably the simplest method is the classical one; one runs two iterations for a 
few steps each with P2 = 0, one with - p1 large enough to cause divergence, 
the other with - p1 small. In the first case, the limiting value of llt~:1lil 
is- P1~o- 1; in the other, 1 + p~o. It is clearly preferable to overestimate 
~0 and underestimate ~o than vice versa. 
4. Results of numerical experiments. The semi-explicit iterative tech-
nique was tested numerically for the Dirichlet problem for 
(4.1) V•aVu = f 
on the unit cube in three dimensions, using h = fi. The Douglas-Brian 
alternating-direction technique was used for the inversion of the iterator, 
as descussed in §3(i). Comparison was made with the ordinary Douglas-
Brian [2], [4] alternating-direction method and with point successive over-
relaxation [11] for Poisson's equation and for ( 4.1). Several a's were tried, 
some smooth and some generated on the net with a random-number 
generator employing a rectangular distribution in (}L0 , 2 - ~0]. The ratio 
~0/ ~0 was of the order of 100 for most of the problems run. The unnor-
malized, constant p iteration proceeded more slowly, of course, than the 
parent iterative process, but much more rapidly than the ~0/ ~0 factor 
predicted in §1. The Douglas-Brian procedure reduced the norm of the 
error by a factor of 2 X 107 in 21 iterations (one iteration was counted as 
one triple sweep of alternating-direction iteration) when iterating Poisson's 
equation. The average convergence rate for the semiexplicit method for 
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( 4.1) after an equal amount of computation was about one-fourth this fast, 
the error norm descreasing by a factor of 100 in 21 iterations. When the 
Cebysev process with a sequence of ten Pn was used, this figure increased to 
about 2 X 103• 
The square-root normalizing scheme was not tested, but a nonsymmetric 
variant was, in the form 
(4.2) 
Convergence rates were drastically increased, though the results were 
somewhat erratic and seemed to depend rather strongly on the form of the 
function a-a not totally unexpected result when one examines the skew 
part of the operator on the left in ( 4.2). It is the author's opinion that the 
normalization scheme proposed in §3 ( iv) would yield much superior results. 
A further increase in speed was noted in some cases when the iterate un 
was advanced after each triple sweep instead of each cycle. The error reduc-
tions in 21 triple sweeps here varied from 104 to better than 108• 
When the Douglas-Brian technique was applied directly to the problem 
( 4.1), rates were observed which were quite comparable to the normalized 
semi-explicit method; sometimes slightly faster, often slightly slower, but 
never very different. Problems which appeared difficult for one also were 
slow with the other. 
The test problem was sufficiently small that successive overrelaxation 
[11] took less computer time than either alternating directions or the 
semi-explicit technique, though about two and one-half times as many 
iteration steps were required (again counting an iteration step for the 
other methods as one triple sweep of alternating direction) to reduce the 
norm an amount equivalent to the other methods. The fact that three-
dimensional problems will tend to be small for some time to come because 
of machine limitations makes the simpler overrelaxation technique rela-
tively more attractive than the asymptotically faster method outlined in 
this paper. With the faster machines of the future, however, on large three-
dimensional problems and for present two-dimensional problems the tech-
nique should yield very satisfactory results. 
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